
IN THE HIGH COURT OF TANZANIA

IN THE DISTRICT REGISTRY

AT MWANZA

CIVIL CASE NO. 13 OF 2021

LWEMPISI GENERAL COMPANY LIMITED..................... PLAINTIFF

VERSUS

RICHARD JOSEPH KWEYAMBA RUGARABAMU............ DEFENDANT

RULING

20/8/2021 & 21/09/2021

W. R. MASHAURI, J;

By didn't of the plaint filed in this court on 03/06/2021, by Lwempisi 

General Company Limited (The plaintiff) against Richard Joseph Kweyamba 

Rugarabamu (The Defendant), the plaintiff is introducing herself to be a body 

corporate duly registered under the laws of the United Republic of Tanzania 

with its head office in Mwanza, and her address of service for the purpose 

of this suit shall be in the care of Abdalah Kessy Abdalah (Advocate).
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The Defendant is introduced to be a natural person who resides and 

works for gain both in Mwanza and Dar es Salaam Regions and he is manager 

of the Defendant.

In this suit, the plaintiff is represented by Mr. Abdalah Kessy Abdalah 

learned counsel while the Defendant is enjoying the services of Mr. Nasimire, 

learned counsel.

When this matter was called in court for necessary orders on 

19/07/2021, Mr. Abdalah Kessy appeared for the plaintiff and Mr. Nasimire 

appeared for the Defendant.

Mr. Nasimire told the court that, upon being served with plaint have 

filed and served the plaintiff's advocate with the written statement of 

defence (WSD) in which he embodied two points of preliminary objection.

On his part Mr. Abdalah Kessy counsel for the plaintiff acknowledged 

to have been served with WSD but he did not intend to file reply to WSD. 

He prayed for a date of hearing the raised preliminary objection preferably 

by filing written submissions, the prayer which was accepted by Mr. Nasimire 

counsel for the defendant.
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This court also granted the prayer. The two points of preliminary objection 

raised by the defendant in the written statement of defence are that: -

1. The suit is misconceived and premature.

2. That in view of Miscellaneous Civil Cause No. 4 of 2021 Annexture DI 

hereto to this suit is res-subjudice.

In his written submission in support of the 1st point of preliminary objection 

that, the suit is misconceived and premature, the learned counsel for the 

defendant submitted that,.............

It is now settled law that, a limited liability company cannot institute 

proceedings in a court of law without convening a meeting and passing a 

resolution to that effect. That, apparently, the plaint does not even by any 

stretch of imagination indicate that, such a meeting was convened and a 

resolution was passed. Evidence of such a meeting or resolution would either 

be in the entire form of a paragraph in the plaint to that effect or an 

annexture to the plaint containing the passed resolution, in whose absence 

the assumption is that this suit was commenced without complying with the 

law.
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That, the necessity of a company passing a resolution to commence 

proceedings in court has been underscored in a number of cases decided by 

our superior courts. For example, in the case of Bunyerere coffee Growers 

Ltd v/s. Sebaduka and another (1970 EA. 147 was held that: -

"When companies authorize the commences of legal 

proceedings, a resolution or resolutions have to be passed 

either at a Company or Board of Directors recorded in a 

minutes."

That, the said legal principal was emphasized by the court of Appeal 

in the case of Pita Kempap Ltd v/s Mohamed I.A Abdul Hussein Civil 

Application No. 128 of 2004 c/f No. 69 of 2005 CAT, DSM Registry 

(unreported). Having cited the Pita's case (supra) the learned counsel for 

the defendant added that, since the case was instituted in contravention of 

the law, it is therefore not properly before this court, as it were, it is both 

premature and misconceived. He prayed the court to dismiss the same.

For the 2nd point of objection that in view of Misc. Civil Cause No. 04 

of 2021 between Richard Kweyamba Rugarabamu and Rwempisi Co. Ltd at 

which is still pending in this court the present suit is res-subjudice.
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In reply to the 1st ground of preliminary objection that, this matter is 

premature and misconceived because it was instituted without passing a 

resolution, the learned counsel for the plaintiff submitted that, this point of 

preliminary objection is not qualified to be treated as point of preliminary 

objection since it requires evidence to be provided before the court to prove 

whether there was a resolution or not and it is basing on facts not law.

To back up his submission on this point, he referred the court to the case of 

Mukisa Biscuits Manufacturing Ltd v/s Eastern Distributors Ltd (1969) EA 696 

where it was held that: -

"Preliminary objection should be on points of law or which 

arises by dear implication out of pleadings which if argued 

may dispose of the suit."

He also cited many case authorities to include the case of A One Products 

and Ballers Ltd v/s. Boge Kompressoven Otto Boe GMBH and Co. KG Civil 

Case No. 36 of 2019 He. DSM Registry (unreported) in which it was held 

that: -

"fl preliminary objection raises a pure point of law which is 

argued on the assumption that all facts pleaded by the other 

side is correct. It cannot be raised if any fact is to be 

ascertained or if sought is the exercise of judicial discretion."
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Upon so submitted the plaintiff's counsel humbly told the court that, 

the prayer that the first objection raised by the defendant does not qualify 

to be treated as a preliminary objection since it is not basing on point of law 

rather than facts which require evidence to be adduced during trial.

Fort the 2nd point of objection that this suit is Res-subjudice counsel for the 

plaintiff started by citing section 8 of the CPC Cap. 33 R.E. 2019 which 

provides that: -

No court shall proceed with the trial of any suit in which the matter in 

issue is directly and substantially the same in a previous instituted suit 

between the same parties, or between parties under whom they or any of 

them claim litigating under the same title where such suit is pending in the 

same or any other court in Tanzania having jurisdiction to grant the relief 

claimed.

That, the matter at hand is not the same with the Miscellaneous Civil 

Case No. 04 of 2021 between Richard Joseph Kweyamba Rugarabamu v/s. 

Lwempisi General Co. Ltd and 3 others, since the matter at hand is purely 

Civil Case basing on maladministration done by Managing Directors of a 
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company while the Civil Cause No. 04 of 2021 basing on unfair prejudices 

claimed by defendant.

That, the cause of action, subject matter and relief between the Misc.

Cause No. 4 of 2021 and the case at hand are different, hence the 2nd PO

raised by defendant lacks merit the same therefore ought to be overruled.

That, it was held in the case of I & M Bank (T) Ltd v/s. Emanuel Justine

Nyerere T/A Mafuta Distributors and Another Commercial Case No. 14 of

2015 that: -

"For the doctrine of Res-subjudice to apply, the two suits 

should be identical, the whole subject matter in both 

proceedings is identical and the relief sought in both suits 

should be identical."

That, the case of Pendo Yona Marisile v/s Emmanuel Masawe Land

Case No. 03 of 2014 cited by counsel for the defendant is distinguishable as 

the case at hand has different cause of action the subject matter and relief 

compared to Civil Cause No. 4 of 2021.

That, if the prayer by the defendant is granted, the right of the plaintiff 

to sue for the wrong done by defendant will be delayed. He therefore prayed 

the court to overrule the defendant's raised preliminary objection.
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There is a rejoinder filed by counsel for the defendant in reply to the 

submissions in chief on the preliminary objections in which the defendant's 

counsel submitted that, a board resolution with the effect of allowing a 

corporate entity to institute a case has been passed is not required to be 

proved in the plaint rather it should be adduced in evidence. He re-stated to 

what said in his submission in chief that, it is now settled law that a limited 

liability company cannot institute proceedings in a court of law without 

convening a meeting and passing a resolution to that effect.

Evidence of such a meeting or a resolution would be either in a form 

of a paragraph in the plaint or an annexture to the plaint containing the 

passed resolution, in whose absence the assumption is that the present case 

was commenced without complying with the law.

That, the notion that the evidence of the presence of a Board 

resolution can be adduced during hearing though noble as it is. He however 

regretted to say that, it goes against the set procedure by the Court of 

Appeal.
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This misguided notion incorrectly implies that a Board resolution

allowing the institution of a suit before the court is a matter of fact and not

law.

The necessity of a company passing a resolution to commence 

proceedings in court has been underscored in a number of cases decided by 

our superior courts.

In the case of Bunyerere Coffee Growers Ltd v/s Sebaduka and Another

(1970) EA. 147 was held that: -

"When companies authorize the commencement of legal 

proceedings, a resolution or resolutions have to be passed 

either at a company or Board of directors recorded in the 

minutes."

That, this legal principle was also emphasized by the Court of Appeal

in the case of Pita Kempamp Ltd v/s. Mohamed I.A. Abaulhussein Civil

Application No. 128 of 2004 c/f No. 69 of 2005 (unreported).

That, the two cases cited (supra) are decisions of the superior courts

in our jurisprudence thus their decisions are binding on this court which said

fact makes it a matter of law.
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The learned counsel for the defendant further submitted that, this 

similar preliminary objection has been raised, entertained and sustained by 

the High court in a number of cases proving that, not only it is a competent 

preliminary objection based on a pure point of law, it is also a preliminary 

objection with the ability to dismiss the suit in the event the court sustains 

it.

That, in the case of Nambari Agricultural Co. Ltd v/s. Kibelo Agrovet 

supplier Civil Case No. 16 of 2018 (He) Mbeya Registry (unreported) is 

emphasized that: -

"the requirement that the evidence of the presence of a 

resolution should be in the plaint"

The High court further went on saying that: -

"... However, the Court of Appeal in the above decisions 

acknowledged that, this requirement is one of the legal 

requirements in our law as of now. The plaintiff's plaint as it 

stands does not bear this fact in an any of its paragraphs..."

And in the case of Tanzania American International Development 

Cooperation 2000 Limited (TAZAM) v/s. First Word Investment 

Auctioneers, court Broker Civil Case No. 15 of 2017 (He) Arusha registry 

(unreported) The High court also held that: -io



"...I am of the firm stand that, it is a legal requirement that a 

body corporate or a company in institution of a suit, the plaint 

must be accompanied by a Board resolution sanctioning the 

same. In the present suit it is by implication conceded by the 

plaintiff's counsel who said in his written submission inter-alia 

that"

"This point of preliminary objection is not qualified to be 

treated as point of preliminary objection since it requires 

evidence to be proved before this court to prove whether there 

was a resolution or not and is basing on facts not law."

The word "Fact"is defined in the Academic's Legal Dictionary by S. L. 

Salwan MA, LLM Delh High court to mean a piece of information that is true 

for example the facts of the case. Something definitely true or that 

something definitely happened.

Since the necessity of a company passing a resolution to commence 

proceedings in court has been emphasized in a number of superior courts in 

many cases including the Buntyere Coffee Growers Ltd and Kempamp 

(supra) cited by counsel for the Defendant, the requirement has now become 

a practice which pertains to the actual conduct of legal proceedings as is 

governed by the rules.
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It is therefore hitherto a mandatory requirement that, when a company 

authorize the commencement of legal proceedings a resolution or resolutions 

have to be passed either at a company or Board of Directors recorded in the 

minutes and annexed to the plaint served to the Defendant to notify him of 

its presence upon conducted by a company or Board of Directors.

Looking at that events and given that there is no resolution in this case, 

I find that the first point of preliminary objection is meritorious and I sustain 

the same. Accordingly, I find his suit is improperly before this court for being 

premature. It is incompetent. The same is hereby therefore struck out with 

costs.

Having struck out this suit with costs. I deem it superfluous to deal 

with the 2nd point of objection as by so doing is tantamount to embark on a 

sterile exercise.

It is so decided.
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Date: 30/09/2021

Coram: Hon. W. R. Mashauri, J

Plaintiff:

Defendant:

B/c: Elizabeth

Mr. Nasimire, Advocate for the defendant.

Mr. Abdallah Kessy, Advocate for the plaintiff.

Court: Ruling delivered in court in the presence of the learned counsel for 

both parties this 21/09/2021. Right of appeal explained.

21/09/2021
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